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Abstract.

This paper presents two techniques

and methods

based on natural splines.

order natural

spline formula

produces

for the comparison

A rigorous foundation
better

of Adams formulas

to the claim that a pth

results than a pth order Adams method,

but not quite as good as a (p + l)st order Adams formula

is given for p = 2, 3, 4,

which suggests the general case.

1. Introduction.

A comparison of the numerical solution of ordinary initial value

problems using Adams type formulas and formulas based on natural splines was pre-

sented in [1], while a similar comparison for delay differential equations was done in
[4]. In both instances, the numerical evidence for a class of prototype problems
prompted a statement of the following type: A pth order natural spline scheme was
superior to a pth order Adams formula, but not quite as good as the (p + l)st order
Adams method. The purpose of this note is to present two techniques that show the
conclusion is valid without relying upon numerical observations. One such technique
was given in [1] which compared the L-2 norms of the Peano kernels for each class

of methods.
2. Principal Truncation Error. We shall use the notation of Henrici [3] and consider the solution of an ordinary initial-value problem

(i)

y = fix, y),

y(a) = v

using linear multistep formulas of the form
k

(2)

k

Z aiyn+i = h Z ßifn+i>
1=0

« = 0,1,2,...,

í=0

where k is a fixed integer, fm =f(xm,

ym) and ym « y(xm), the true solution of (1).

A first crude measure of accuracy of formulas given by (2) is the order of the
method; see [3, p. 221].

We shall say that a linear multistep formula (2) is of order

p if C0 = Cx = • • • = Cp = 0, but Cp+j + 0, where
k

c0 = Z«i,
1=0

(3)

_
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k
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We shall call Cp + X the principal truncation error coefficient for a method of

order p. As noted in [3], (see also [5]) the principal truncation error coefficient
should not be used as a finer measure of accuracy within the class of all methods of a
given order p, but we can use the error constant of the method which is defined by

/£ft

C = C,p+i

(4)

¿=o

However, for both classes of formulas which we are considering the denominator of
(4) is one, hence the error constant is the principal truncation error coefficient of the

method.
The principal truncation error coefficients for the Adams formulas are available
in [6] and those for the methods based on natural splines can be computed using (3)
and the coefficients as given in [1]. Table 1 displays this data, which supports the
observations made in [1] and [4].

Table

Order

2
3
4
5
6

Adams Predictor

.41666667
.375
.34861111
.32986111
.31559193

1. Principal truncation error coefficients

Spline Predictor

.29166667
.21212121
.16580206
.13534477
.11386145

Adams Corrector

Spline Corrector

- .04166667
- .02638889
- .01875
- .01426918
-.01136739

- .02083333
- .01262626
- .00781480
-.00518820
- .00365592

Computations were done in double precision on a CDC 6400 and then rounded

to eight decimal places.
3. Finite-Difference Representations.

The second technique we shall use to verify

analytically the observations made in [1] and [4] requires us to write each of the
multistep formulas in terms of forward differences. We proceed by observing that each
formula under consideration represents an approximation of the difference

yixi+i) -yixi) = h(ft + ^hf¡

+ ±h2fi" + - - \

which is obtained by replacing hkffk^ by a finite-difference approximation.
The Adams formulas can be produced in this fashion by an orderly process which
can be found in [2, pp. 7—11]. Unfortunately, no such process is available for the

formulas based on natural splines, but we can achieve a similar representation by algebraic rearrangements.

In the following tables, we present several formulas of each type

written in terms of forward differences where p denotes the order of the method.
shall use the standard notation for forward differences, namely

Afi-fi+i 'fi,
ifc/- — \k-l
AV,«A«-y,+,

rfc-l

fv
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Table 2. Forward-difference representations of Adams predictors

p = 2 yi+i-yi = h[fi + ^fi-]
p = 3 yi+1 -yt -*[/, + s (a/,_2 + f a2/._2) 4-1 A2/.,]
p=4

7I+i-^,

= «[/; + ^(A/i._3 + fA2/;._3 + ^A3/;._3)
+ ¿(a2/_3

p=5

*+1 -*«*[/,

+j,

+ 2a3/;._3) + ¿a3/;._3]

(a/,_4 +|a2/_4+|a3/;._4+|a4/;._4)

+ ^(A2/i_4+ 3AV/_4
+ ffA4//_4)
+ i(A3/i_4+|AVf_4)
Table

P= 2

+ IA4/._4]

3. Forward-difference representations of natural spline predictors

*+1 -*

= h [/. + I (a/_2

+ | A2/._2)]

P = 3 *+l "* » * [// + è (A/í-a + f A2/,._3
+ fu A'/J-s)
+ i(AVí_3+|A3//_3)]
p=4

*+1 -^

= «[/ + |i(A/._4+|A2/;._4

+ f a3/_4 + ||5|a4/;._4)

+ l(A2/;._4+3A3/I._4+f^AV4)

+ l(A3/,4+f
Table

AY,4)]

4. Forward-difference representations of Adams correctors

P=2

yt-yt_x

**[/,_,

+ ¿A/i-i]

P = 3

* -*_,

= « [/,_,

+ ¿(a/;._2

P=4

* -yt_x -*[/,-,.

+ ± A2/_2)

+ ^A2/._2]

+ 5j (a/_3 + f A2/_3 + | A3/._3)
+ ¿í(a2/;._3

+ a3/;._3) + ¿a3/;._3]

(Table 4 continued on next page)
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(Table 4 continued)
P = 5

y, -yt_x

= «[/._,

+ ¿(a/-_4

+ ^(a2/._4

+ | A2/._4 + ^ A3/_4 +\^f_}j

+ 2a3/._4+^a4/;_4)

+Ji(A3/;._4+fA4/;._4)+lA4/;._4]
Table 5. Forward-difference representations of natural spline correctors

P = 2 yi -y,_ x = *[/,_x + ¿ (a/,-2 +1 AV,_2)

4(§^-HH^->)]
p=3

^-^^

=«[/•_,+¿(a/¡_3+|a2/;._3

+ |||a3/;._3^

+l(-i^)4(fifAV,.4)4(-f|f^4)]
■
We can now observe that in Tables 3 and 5 the approximations to the derivatives
ffk~* in a pth order formula are, except for the last terms, the same as those for a
(p + l)st order formula in Tables 2 and 4, respectively. This implies that the pth
order natural spline formulas do much better than the corresponding Adams formulas
because of better derivative approximations.
4. Conclusions. The results presented in the previous two sections together with
the comparisons of the L-2 norms of the Peano kernels given in [1] provide a rigorous
foundation for the statement that, for the cases considered (p = 2, 3, 4), a pth order
natural spline linear multistep formula will yield more accurate approximations to the
solution of (1) than a pth order Adams formula, but not quite as good as the (p + l)st
order Adams methods, for sufficiently smooth functions. These results suggest a similar
comparison for the general case.
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